Trust among the users of a social network plays a pivotal role in item recommendation, particularly for the cold start users. Due to the sparse nature of these networks, trust information between any two users may not be always available. To infer the missing trust values, one well-known approach is path based trust estimation, which suggests a user to believe all of its neighbors in the network. In this context, we propose two threshold-based heuristics to overcome the limitation of computation for the path based trust inference. It uses the propagation phenomena of trust and decides a threshold value to select a subset of users for trust propagation. While the first heuristic creates the inferred network considering only the subset of users, the second one is able to preserve the density of the inferred network coming from all users selection. We implement the heuristics and analyze the inferred networks with two real-world datasets. We observe that the proposed threshold based heuristic can recover up to 70 % of the paths with much less time compared to its deterministic counterpart. We also show that the heuristic based inferred trust is capable of preserving the recommendation accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Social Network is an interconnected structure among a group of interacting entities. Now-a-days these social networks are used by E-Commerce houses for different applications such as recommendation [1] , target advertisement [2] , and viral marketing [3] . In each of these applications, a crucial factor is the trust among the users, which is a measurement of belief one has with the other. In real world, the social network is sparse in nature and the trust value between any two specified user may not always be available. Naturally, the question arises, given a social network how to infer these missing trust values? This question forms the main basis of this paper.
There are exists two approaches for trust inference; 1) graph theoretic [4] , [5] , and 2) machine learning based [6] . One important property of trust is its propagation through social ties [4] , [5] . This follows transitive nature; i.e., if a person A trusts a person B and B trusts another person C, then A also trusts C. Now, the trust weight value decays as the connecting path length between two users increases [7] , [8] and diminishes after certain propagation length [9] , [10] . The trust between two users' gets stronger if the connecting path between them passes through the highly influential nodes where the influence is the global reputation of a user in the whole system [10] . This incorporation of users global reputation for maximizing the local inferred trust gives better recommendation accuracy [10] . However, the key issue in this context is while maximizing the inferred trust, it has to search all the possible connecting paths between two users, up to certain prespecified length. In this work, we propose threshold based heuristics to reduce this search space and get the prediction of inferred trust as close as possible to its deterministic counterpart. We use this inferred trust values for the recommendation in two realworld datasets. We show empirically that around 70% of the trust can be recovered from its enumeration based counterpart. Our contributions in this paper are fourfold:
• Two heuristics are proposed for path based trust inference. • One new node threshold function is proposed based on both trust network and the rating data. • Comparison of all the heuristics are done for different propagation length and different node threshold cut-off. • Effect in recommendation accuracy is analyzed using the proposed heuristics. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, some of the key related works are mentioned from the literature. The proposed methodology and the experimental results are given in Sec. III and IV, respectively. Finally, Sec. V concludes the work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section briefs the literature in two parts, firstly, the related work in trust inference and, secondly, the review of trust-aware recommender systems. First work in this direction is trust inference from explicit binary trust network considering its linear decay with the connecting path length [11] . In [7] , the authors proposed a path-based inference method in weighted trust graph settings. This method does the average of trust weights coming from all its incoming path from source to destination (MoleTrust). In [8] , the same concept is used for trust inference between two users with the constraint of path capacity to limit the trust propagation (TidalTrust). In [9] , the authors mentioned the trust propagation length as the average path length of the network. The authors also empirically showed that beyond this length, trust propagation does not lead to any further improvement in recommendation accuracy. In [12] , the authors proposed an incremental method for trusted neighbor selection from the inferred trust network using their developed reliability metric to improve recommendation accuracy. All these studies inferred the local trust obtained from the connecting path. However, none of them considered the individual node influence in the trust inference. In [10] , the authors took into account this individual influence in local trust inference. The main intuition in their study is that 'trust more a user if it is already trusted by a larger number of users'. There is also algebraic methods of trust inference where partial order relation of trust is in forced [13] . In this paper, we propose threshold based heuristics for trust inference using individual node influence. We also design a metric to capture this node influence from trust network and rating data. Now, Trust-aware or social recommender system (TARS) has also two types of settings for rating prediction problem. One is the use of inferred trust in memory based collaborative filtering where the trust is used in place of user-user similarity for rating prediction [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . The other one is the incorporation of social or trust information in model-based collaborative filtering technique. These methods are based on the addition of trust or social relation as the regularization in the existing matrix factorization model that considers trust matrix having low rank. Based on the mapping techniques of latent features from the social users and rating information, different models are available in literature [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . In this study, we use our inferred trust in the memory based TARS.
III. PROPOSED PATH BASED TRUST INFERENCE METHODOLOGY
We consider the social network to be represented by a vertex as well as edge weighted, directed graph G(U , E, T , θ). Here, U (G) = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } is the set of users, E(G) is the set of directed social ties among the users, i.e., E(G) ⊂ U(G) × U (G). T is the edge weight function, which maps each edge to a fraction between 0 and 1; i.e.; T : E(G) → [0, 1]. For a particular social tie (u i u j ) ∈ E(G), we denote its tie strength as t ij , which signifies the amount of local trust, the user u i has on u j . θ is the vertex weight function, which maps each user of the network to a real value; i.e.; θ : U (G) → R + 0 1 . For the node u i ∈ U(G), its vertex weight (often called as reputation or trustworthiness) is denoted by θ i . It signifies the amount of influence the user u i has in the whole system. The symbols and notations with their meanings are discussed in Table I . 
Symbols Definitions G,Ĝ
Given and inferred social network U , u i , θ i The set of users, the i-th user and the node weight of u i p k , l k Path between any arbitrary two nodes and length of that path P, P(l k ) Penalty function and its value for the length l k B
Benefit function B(θ)
Benefit from a path with all of its intermediate nodes' weight Lmax
Maximum allowable trust propagation length t ij ,t ij Trust, inferred trust value from user u i to u j Γ l G (u i ) The neighbors of user u i in G at distance l θ c Cut-off threshold to select a set of nodes for propagation
The set of items, the i-th item r ij ,r ij Rating, predicted rating user u i to item i j r i Average rating of user u i As mentioned previously, real life social networks are extremely sparse. Hence, local trust value between two arbitary users may not be available. However, it can be computed using some inference mechanism. Now, we formally state the trust inference problem from the literature [10] . Suppose, for two arbitary users u i , u j ∈ U(G), their local trust t ij needs to be inferred. Assume, u i and u j , are connected by K number of simple paths p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k , . . . p K (each path p k ≡ u i , u 1 , . . . , u x , . . . u l k−1 u j ) with the corresponding length l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k , . . . , l K , where 2 ≤ l k ≤ 1 R + 0 denotes the set of all +ve real numbers including zero.
L max (maximimum allowable propagation length). Now, the local trust inferred from each path is associated with two factors: 1) the penalty P(l k ), an increasing function on the path length and 2) the benefit B(θ) from all the intermediate nodes in that path. We want that the inferred trust between any two users is as large as possible among K paths. It leads to the following mathematical formulation of the problem (Equation 1) where l k = length(p k ).
is the penalty incurred for taking path p k and 1−P(l k ) represents the gain for choosing the path p k . Also, B(θ x ) adds more value on t ij to rank the neighbors of u i at length l k . Thus, Equation 1 captures the contributions in the inferred trust between any two nodes from both, the path length and the individual node influence in that path.
Considering linear decay along the path, P(l k ) is chosen as (l k − 1)/L max [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . L max is chosen as the average path length of the network in the previous studies [9] , [12] , [10] . The concept of B(θ) is introduced by the authors of [10] , which enforces to search all the possible paths between two users. In absence of B(θ), t ij comes from the shortest path [9] , [11] , [12] . Incorporating influence of the intermediate nodes and sometimes going beyond the shortest path actually helps in improving the recommendation accuracy [10] . Now, in this problem setting the main drawback is its scalability. As the path lengths increase, an exponential growth of the problem complexity is observed. To overcome this situation, we introduce two threshold based heuristic methods to reduce the search space of the number of paths.
A. Heuristic Based on Threshold Cut-Off
In searching all possible paths between the nodes u i and u j , one trivial approach is to start from the node u i and find its Γ 1
Hence, the purpose of the heuristic is to get a subset X of Γ l G (u i ) at every propagation, which is to be used in building Γ l+1 G (u i ). As |X | < |Γ l G (u i )|, this will definitely reduce the search space. Now, the question arises how to get these subsets in every propagation? As the intuition is to get the maximum t ij , it has to pass through more influential nodes (higer θ value), so that, the contribution of B(θ) becomes higher. For this purpose, we define a cut-off threshold value θ c at every propagation starting from a node u i , and the nodes having higher θ than the cut-off constitutes the subset for the next propagation. Mathematically, the subset X at the propagation length l starting from u i is
As, at every propagation it greedily chooses the higher θ valued nodes, the inferred trust from the heuristic t h ij will be closer to the optimal t ij from Equation 1. In this heuristic, the value of θ c at every step is computed as the average of the nodes weights in the current nodes immediate neighborhood, given in Equation 2 .
Here, c th is a constant to scale the cut-off threshold value.
B. Different Types of Vertex Weight Function
Based on different intuition, several vertex weight functions can be designed in this regard. Here, we present three ways to set the θ value for a node.
1) Indegree as Weight: The intuition here is if a user is trusted by many users, it implicitly signifies the user has higher influence or reputation in the whole system. Hence, user can be considered as more trustworthy. Therefore, we propose that the in-degree of a vertex can be used as the vertex weight θ, i.e., θ i := indeg(u i ). This brings down our problem into a more general setting of finding a path between two nodes of certain length passing through the high degree vertices.
2) Degree-of-Trustworthiness as Weight: The intuition mentioned in Sec. III-B1 is captured in a metric named degree-oftrustworthiness (δ i ) [10] . The authors define δ i as Equation 3 .
Here, we propose to use the weight θ i for a user node u i as degree-of-trustworthiness, δ i .
3) Degree-of-TrustNPurchase as Weight: Here, we present a new vertex weight function influenced by both degree-oftrustworthiness and users purchase pattern. Along with trusted by many other users, if a user purchases more items, believing in that user is more helpful. Now, in purchase pattern, we try to capture users' significance based on the different category of items selection. We divide the whole item set I into three categories, heavily rated items I H , average rated items I A , and cold start items I C . The set of heavily rated, average rated and cold start items purchased by the user u i is denoted by I H ui , I A ui , and I C ui respectively. Now, the Degree-of-TrustNPurchase for the user u i and symbolized by γ i , can be calculated as Equation 4 and θ i := γ i .
The individual item category plays a pivotal role. Like, heavy rated items are less in the count, so the ratio is more likely to be greater. This captures it's more likeliness to other users. Whereas, cold rated items are more in number, so it is very likely to have less value in that ratio. However, large ratio value from cold item part signifies that the user has potential to be more trusted.
Now, we discuss about B(θ) from the vertex weight of the intermediate nodes. 
C. Algorithm For Threshold Based Heuristic
In this section, Algorithm 1 describes the procedure for finding the paths between any two nodes in the social network G using the threshold based heuristic (mentioned in Sec. III-A). For each node in the network G, the recursive function addNeighbor() is called for all of its immediate succesors or neighbors. The function addNeighbor() has five input parameters, the starting node (sN ode), the current node from which direct neigbors has to be found (cN ode), the network G, distance to propagate further (L), list of nodes in the path from sN ode to cN ode (path). In each function call, it computes the cut of threshold from cN ode; adds each immediate neighbors of cN ode to the path and makes an entry to the global dictionary hP aths with index SN ode, neighbor ; finally, calls the recursive function with L − 1 for all the nodes in the subset X formed by the cut-off thresold θ c . This process continues till L reaches to 1. The time complexity for each node can be given as T (L) = dT (L−1)+dO(L)+d, if we consider a regular graph with degree d. This is reduced to O(L max d Lmax ). For all the nodes, the complextiy is O(nL max d Lmax ). As every recursion of Algorithm 1 always propagate for less than d nodes, the time complexity of the algorithm becomes o(nL max d Lmax ). Now, as the social network follows power law degree distribution, d can be replaced with the expected degree of a node, which is Δ k=1 k.c.k −γ (Δ is the maximum degree of the network and c is constant). One example propagation is shown in Figure 1 . Calculate P(len(k)); 7 Calculate B(θ) from path k; 8t ij = 1 − P(len(k)) + B(θ); 9 ift ij > t ij then 10 t ij =t ij ;
11Ĝ.addEdge(i, j, t ij );
From the paths build in Algorithm 1, the inferred social networkĜ is constructed with the additional edges in Algorithm 2. Here, for each index vertex pair in hP aths, maximum t ij is computed from all the possible heuristic paths in hP aths [ i, j ] . Now, P(len(k)) is calculated as (len(k) − 1)/L max and B(θ) is computed as mentioned in the previous seection. Considering all propagation, the number of paths is O(nd Lmax ). However, applying the heuristic, this count becomes o(nd Lmax ). As it has to traverse all the paths in hP aths, the complexity of the algorithm becomes o(nd Lmax ).
D. Heuristic Covering All Possible Edges
In every recursive call of Algorithim 1 based on the value of θ c some of the vertices are not considered for further propagation. Due to this, some of the edges are missed out inĜ, if they are reached from the source only via the left out vertices. Now, to recover all possible edges from enumeration techniques (if the heuristic is not applied), we modify the Algorithm 1 by adding the function checkPath() mentioned in Algorithm 3. checkPath() is called at else part of the if condition at Line number 12 of the Algorithm 1. The function checkPath() works in the similar way as the addNeighbor() function does in the Algorithm 1. However, it only adds an entry in hP aths, if it has not been found yet. This process prserves the same density as of its enumeration counterpart with comparitively less time. 
E. Recommendation using InferredĜ
In memory based trust-aware recommendation [7] , [8] , [10] , [12] , the rating is predicted in similar to the user-based collaborative filtering [18] . The trust weight is used in place of useruser similarity score and the weighted average is taken from the user's trusted neighbors inĜ. The predicted ratingr i,j for an user u i ∈ U to an item i j ∈ I is given in Equation 5 , wherer i is the mean rating of user u i .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we discuss the experimental setup, datasets description, obtained results and their analysis. All the experiments are carried out on Intel Xeon 40-core processor, 64GB memory server. a) Datasets Used: In our experiment, we use two publicly available and real-world datasets(downloaded from librec data 2 ). For Epinions, we start with random 5000 users. In both the datasets users are selected, if present in both the rating data and the social network data. The items are selected if rated by at least two users. The statistics of the datasets are given in Table  II . 
b) Experimental Setup:
In all the datasets, we create inferred networkĜ in the following three ways, 1) using all path enumeration techniques (All Path), 2) using the threshold based heuristic (H1), (Algorithm 1) mentioned in Section III-A, and 3) using the heuristic covering all edges (H2), (Algorithm 1 + 3) mentioned in Section III-D. In both the heuristics, we apply the threshold on three different weight selection indegree (indeg), Degree-of-Trustworthiness(δ) and Degree-of-TrustNPurcahse (γ). The results for the mentioned methods are denoted as H1-Th-indeg, H1-Th-δ, likewise. We construct the Epinions graphs for different L max starting from length 2, to compare the processing time. For FilmTrust, we take the maximum length as 6. Whereas for Epinions, we compute up to the length 4 due to the time constraint. Now, for θ c calculation, c th is chosen as 1 for indegree as weight and 10 * L max for other two weight functions. For recommendation usingĜ, we perform an offline experiment using leave-one-out mechanism and evaluate the performance using MAE, RMSE and Coverage [10] . These terms are defined as follows,
where R is the total number of ratings and R np is the total number of ratings that the recommendation algorithm is unable to predict. c) Goals of the Experiment: In the context of different heuristic, the observations are based on the properties of the inferred graphs which have a significant role in the recommendation. We want to study the following facts:
• How the duration and the total path counts in hP aths varies for each propagation length. • How the edge-count and density ofĜ changes across different length and heuristic-threshold combination. • Percentage of missing edges in different heuristics from its enumeration counterpart. • The average error in maximum t ij from the heuristic-based techniques. • For a particular vertex weight, how the variation of threshold changes the inferred graph structure. • Observe the changes in recommendation accuracy.
d) Results and Discussion:
The results of seven metrics are reported for the comparison of different inferred graphs in Table III . For analysis, we discuss them across different length and heuristic, first metric wise, then dataset wise.
The first two metrics, the duration of computing the paths along with graph creation, and the total path count in hP aths, both are dependent on each other. Though the path count is independent of implementation. As the maximum propagation length grows, the path count increases exponentially, which is obvious (shown in Figure 2 ). Now, heuristic wise, H1 can discover less number of paths than H2. Also, along with L max , the difference of the PathCount in the heuristic base methods and 'All Path' method increases. This directly impacts on the duration which also increases exponentially with L max .
Next, the number of edges and the density both are dependent on each other. One of them is discussed, and the other one is same. Along with path length, the density increases linearly (shown in Figure 2 ). In, all the threshold based heuristics of H1, the density becomes less than 'All Path' and H2, where H2 preserves the same density with 'All Path'. Now, as the edges are missed in H1, we capture the percentage of missed out edges. We observe that around 30% edges are missed when the value of L max is 6 for FilmTrust dataset and 4 for Epinions data. This percentage increases along with L max .
Next is another two related metric Score(%) and Mean Error. Score defines the percentage of edge-count for which suboptimal inferred trust is obtained due to the heuristic based trust propagation. Here, the optimal signifies the maximum trust coming from all possible paths. Mean Error gives the average error in suboptimal trust. As the absence of an edge means 0 trust value, the Score value is higher in H1 than H2. Also, another important point to notice here is that, the Mean Error increases along with L max in H2 but decreases in H1. However, the Score is always increasing along with L max for both H1 and H2 (shown in Figure 3 ).
As the Epinions dataset is comparatively larger than FilmTrust, the PathCount becomes significantly huge for smaller value of L max . So, the proposed heuristics work much faster and gives better approximation of all the possible inferred edges.
e) Sensitivity Analysis of Different Threshold Selection:
Here, we do an experiment by setting the different threshold for subset X construction. We choose indegree as the vertex weight function. For every propagation from cN ode, the sorted indegree list is computed from its immediate neighbors' indegree. Then, from the list, the threshold degree is chosen as the α percentile of the degree values. The nodes having indegree greater than the threshold degree is propagated further. We conduct the experiments on FilmTrust and Epinions datasets with length 4 and length 3 inferred graph respectively. Figure 4 plots the results on density comparison with α from 10 to 90 percentile. If the value of α is less, then the threshold becomes smaller, which leads to larger subset X for trust propagation. Now, in comparison with the respective density mentioned in Table III , Figure 4 shows that H1-Th-indeg reaches similar density at around 70 percentile in both the datasets. f) Comparison with Recommendation Accuracy: Using the inferred social network coming from all the heuristics and 'All Path', the rating is predicted, as in TARS. The L max is chosen as the maximum one from the respective datasets. The results of MAE, RMSE and coverage is shown in Table IV . Coverage determines the percentage of ratings the algorithm is able to predict. If it is unable, then the predicted rating is replaced with the global mean rating. Compared to FilmtTrust, in Epinions dataset, TARS shows better performance in all the evaluation metrics. In FilmTrust dataset, all the methods perform similarly. This signifies that the heuristics are able to maintain the recommendation accuracy. The only difference is noticed in the coverage of H1. However, this small variation in coverage can be neglected. All the H1 methods have higher MAE, RMSE than 'All Path' and H2, which is caused due to difference in density. Whereas, H2 is able to maintain almost same prediction accuracy with 'All Path'. This signifies that H2 works much accurately than H1 in a large graph with the cost of slightly more time.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed two threshold based heuristics for trust inference in a social network. We have also presented a cut-off threshold selection strategy on the three proposed vertex weight consideration. We have analyzed different metrics in the inferred graph. The reported results confirm that the heuristicbased methods are able to recover approximately 70% of the edges from the all possible path selection strategy. We have also used the inferred trust values for recommendation and observed that the heuristic methods are capable of preserving recommendation accuracy. The tighter bound on time complexity of the proposed algorithms can be investigated further. In the heuristic based trust inference, along with the trust values, distrust among users can also be incorporated.
